The Fielders Centenary range utilises a unique chamfered
two-piece double thickness box beam, which provides
greater strength with stylish looks for that valuable addition
to your home. The beams and columns come pre-cut and
punched to suit individual design applications as well as
being protectively packaged to eliminate scratching or
damage.

Fielders Centenary Carports, Patios and Verandahs

The Fielders Centenary range provides a level of flexibility
unmatched by other manufacturers. You can specify your
carport in any length and width beyond 10 metres. Roofing
comes in a modern range of COLORBOND® steel colours
with steel, polycarbonate and gable infill profiles. Plus
the range is engineered to the latest Australian Standards
(AS4600) to ensure compliance with safety and building
codes and to simplify the council approval process.

A Fielders attached or freestanding Centenary Carport, Verandah or Patio is the perfect
finishing touch to your home. Sturdy yet stylish, the Centenary range will add value and
living space to your home – whether as a sheltered outdoor area for family and friends,
for special entertaining occasions, or covered protection for your car, a Centenary
addition can bring the outside in. Compare for yourself, you will find the Centenary
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range gives you a lot more for your money.
Now That’s Entertaining!
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The Fielders Centenary Dutch Gable is a very popular addition to
any home. Whether being used as a freestanding carport for your
car, or as an attached unit for entertaining, this product will be a
valuable asset to any home.

The Fielders Freespan carport or verandah is an exciting product
which is available as a pitched verandah or a carport, the Freespan
design aims to suit every application. Like other products in the
Centenary range, the Freespan uses both 108mm and 158mm
portals, enabling greater flexibility. Available with a high gloss
finish, in either Hi-Rib or Centenary Deck roofing, the Centenary
Freespan is sure to add value to your home.

The unique Fielders Centenary Hip Roof is available as an attached
or freestanding unit and comes in all the popular roof pitches of
15, 20, 25 and 30 degrees. Like the other products in the
Centenary range, the Hip Roof uses both 108mm and 158mm
portals, enabling spans beyond 10 metres.

The Fielders Centenary Gable End range is engineered for strength.
Available in both 108mm and 158mm portals which allow for gable
widths beyond 10 metres. The gable unit can be attached to an
existing structure or installed as a freestanding unit.

The Fielders Centenary Flat Roof is a stylish addition to any home.
Whether it is attached or freestanding, it is engineered for strength.
The Flat Roof Verandah is also flexible in its design allowing various
roofing and guttering profiles to be used. The adaptability of the
Centenary Flat Roof is evident when it is combined with Fielders
pitched section units. Using both 108mm and 158mm beams,
the spans and flexibility achieved meet all customer expectations.
The polycarbonate and corrugated flat roof designs are unique to
Centenary, combining the double thickness beam with Fielders
smaller 65mm beam, Centenary offers the first pre-engineered
polycarbonate and corrugated flat roof.

The Fielders Centenary Skillion design is the latest design to
complement our flexible product range. The efficient design enables
effective use of light only previously seen in our gable range.

The Fielders Centenary Curved Patio, Carport and Verandah range
can provide that special touch.

The Centenary Decking System is a newly developed product
combining the features of aesthetic appeal, strength and
simple construction methods.

With roof pitches of 15, 20, 25 and 30 degrees, there is a pitch
to complement any existing house roof. Our large 158mm portal
beams enable opening widths beyond 10 metres, and Fielders
unique structural side beam eliminates unsightly columns. Fielders
Centenary Dutch Gable comes pre-cut and punched to make
installation that much easier. Its clean lines and stylish appearance
make your Centenary Carport better value for money.
Features
•

Attached or freestanding designs available

•

Quick and easy installation

•

No unsightly columns

•

Range of colours available

•

All structural components made from high tensile steel

The new Fielders Freespan design combines the strength
of the Centenary box beams with the wide-span Hi-Rib or
Centenary Deck roofing, to provide clean uncluttered gables.
The slim composite ridge beam provides maximum strength
and eliminates ugly shadows. This design is available as a
single gable or combined with flat roof sections.

No internal roof purlins

•

Range of colours and pitches

•

Choice of Centenary Deck or Hi-Rib roofing

•

Available as a pitched verandah or carport

•

Large spans to suit your individual needs.

Features
•
•

Features
•

The Hip Roof product combines the elegance of high gloss
pre painted steel with the traditional design of a hip roof carport.
Previously only ever attempted in timber, the unique design
of the Centenary beam allows Fielders to bring you the first
pre-engineered all coloured steel Hip Roof Carport.

•
•

Design your Centenary

Centenary’s gables are available in 15, 20, 25 or 30 degree roof
pitches, the greatest variety of pre-engineered gables on the
market today. All gables have the option of a full polycarbonate,
partial polycarbonate or full COLORBOND® steel roof. The unit
has the flexibility of any gutter style, varying infill types and
decorative finishes, such as finials. A Fielders Centenary Gable
End is designed to complement any style of house.

Features

Available in attached or freestanding designs

Features

High tensile steel posts and beams for design flexibility

•

Attached or freestanding designs available

Pre-engineered for ease in council approval

•

Large spans to suit your individual needs

Engineered up to a height of 4 metres

•

Range of roof and gutter profiles

•

No unsightly collar ties

•

Engineered up to a height of 4 metres

Beam and Column Colours*

C-Dek and Corrugated Sheet Colours

beyond 10 metres. Roofing comes in your choice of 20 COLORBOND
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™
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™
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™
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®
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®
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•

Flexibility in design and stylish in appearance

•

All brackets manufactured from high tensile steel

•

Double rolled beam provides larger spans

•

Choice of different gutter and roof profiles

•

External components, allow easy installation

Features
•

Available in attached or freestanding designs.

•

Larger spans to accommodate your needs.

•

Large variety of roof and gutter profiles available.

•

High gloss beams and posts in a wide choice of colours

•

Two-piece roll-formed beams mean no warping, splitting
or knot filled beams that you get with timber.

Create the ultimate outdoor room with clean, sweeping curves that
are sure to impress. The Curved structure is also a new addition
to the Fielders Centenary Range and is already fast becoming a
favourite in many Australian yards.
Features
•

No internal roof purlins

•

Range of colours and pitches

•

Available as a verandah or carport

By combining a modified Centenary box beam, simple
connection methods and beam up to 208 x 65mm in size,
Centenary has been able to provide a simple, cost effective,
fully engineered steel flooring system.
Beams can be supplied in galvanised or in one of our six
colours with no need for painting.

Accessories
Fan Bracket

Gable infills

Downlight flashing

Slats

Woodland Grey
Monument
Classic Cream™ Classic Cream™
®

steel colours, with a range of steel, polycarbonate and gable infill profiles.
Mangrove™

Attached or freestanding designs available

Roof Pitches

(Double Sided)

The Fielders Centenary range provides a level of flexibility unmatched by
other manufacturers. You can specify your carport in any length and width

•

This product has taken all the elements of our flat roof design and
combined it with the unique ability to filter light in. Available with
various roof options and colours, this product is designed to add
value and complement your home. The unique ability to use our
current two-piece box beam system to create a more cost effective
and efficient design puts the Centenary product at the forefront of
the home improvement industry.

Mangrove
Classic Cream™
™

®

Colours only
available in
corrugated
profile.

*These colours have been re-produced as accurately as possible. However slight variations will occur due to
differing print quality. We recommend you check your chosen colour against a sample of the product before
purchasing. Contact Fielders or your local Centenary distributor for a full range of COLORBOND® colours.

